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Abstract: Above-ground forest biomass is a significant variable in the terrestrial carbon
budget, but is still estimated with relatively large uncertainty. Remote sensing methods can
improve the characterization of the spatial distribution and estimation accuracy of biomass;
in this respect, it is important to examine the potential offered by new sensors. To assess
the contribution of the TanDEM-X mission, eighteen interferometric Synthetic Aperture
Radar (SAR) image pairs acquired over the hemi-boreal test site of Remningstorp in
Sweden were investigated. Three models were used for interpretation of TanDEM-X
signatures and above-ground biomass retrieval: Interferometric Water Cloud Model
(IWCM), Random Volume over Ground (RVoG) model, and a simple model based on
penetration depth (PD). All use an allometric expression to relate above-ground biomass to
forest height measured by TanDEM-X. The retrieval was assessed on 201 forest stands with
a minimum size of 1 ha, and ranging from 6 to 267 Mg/ha (mean biomass of 105 Mg/ha)
equally divided into a model training dataset and a validation test dataset. Biomass
retrieved using the IWCM resulted in a Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) between 17%
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and 33%, depending on acquisition date and image acquisition geometry (angle of
incidence, interferometric baseline, and orbit type). The RMSE in the case of the RVoG
and the PD models were slightly higher. A multitemporal estimate of the above-ground
biomass using all eighteen acquisitions resulted in an RMSE of 16% with R2 = 0.93. These
results prove the capability of TanDEM-X interferometric data to estimate forest
aboveground biomass in the boreal zone.
Keywords: TanDEM-X; InSAR; forestry; boreal; biomass estimation; model-based; allometry

1. Introduction
Forest above-ground dry biomass (AGB, herewith simply referred to as biomass) is an important
variable for the global carbon budget, not only due to the uptake of carbon dioxide in the process of
photosynthesis, but also because forests store huge amounts of carbon, which are eventually released
into the atmosphere following a disturbance [1]. Accurate and timely mapping of forest AGB is
therefore crucial to support carbon cycle modeling. Traditional methods based on forest inventories
and aerial photography, and more recently, LiDAR campaigns, give accurate estimates of AGB;
however, such methods are expensive and become inefficient whenever frequent and large-scale
mapping is needed. Therefore, there is a need for development of alternative methods for frequent and
large-scale biomass mapping [2].
One of the more promising techniques for above-ground dry biomass mapping is Synthetic
Aperture Radar (SAR), cf. [3]. Being an active sensor, radar is independent of weather and external
illumination. Spaceborne SAR missions currently in operation are characterized by an image resolution
on the order of meters. In addition, interferometric SAR, InSAR, offers the possibility to exploit two
further observables besides the radar backscatter, namely the coherence and the interferometric phase.
These are affected by the forest structure and, thus, are related to forest variables such as tree height,
and stem volume or AGB. In a single-pass acquisition scenario, the association between InSAR
observables and forest variables is expected to be maximized because temporal decorrelation can be
assumed to be negligible. Experimental evidence on the suitability of single-pass InSAR to estimate
forest variables at X-band (wavelength of approximately 3 cm) was provided by data acquired by
airborne sensors [4–6], and during the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) [7].
In June 2010, the TanDEM-X (TerraSAR-X add-on for Digital Elevation Measurement) satellite
was launched. Together with the almost identical twin-satellite TerraSAR-X (launched in June 2007),
the first satellite-based single-pass SAR interferometer was formed. In the bistatic mode of the
TanDEM-X mission (consisting of the TanDEM-X and TerraSAR-X satellites), only one satellite is
used for transmission while both satellites are used for reception. For simplicity, we will refer to this
mission as the TDM mission. In TDM data, temporal decorrelation is limited to a minimum because of
the small along-track baseline between the sensors. The primary objective of TDM is to obtain a global
Digital Elevation Model (DEM) with an absolute height accuracy better than 10 m and an equatorial
spatial resolution of 12 m [8]. Because of the limited penetration of microwaves into the canopy,
X-band interferograms over forests are characterized by an elevation offset which is dependent on
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forest canopy height and density [9]. This offset suggests exploiting TDM imagery to estimate tree
height although a reference for the ground elevation is needed. Since X-band microwaves do not
significantly penetrate the closed canopy of a dense forest, a Digital Terrain Model (DTM) for the ground
surface needs to be provided by some other, independent method, for example P-band SAR [10], or
LiDAR [6,7]. Besides forest height estimation, retrieval of above-ground dry biomass was also
investigated in some studies. In [10], a Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) of 46.1 Mg/ha (biomass
range up to ≈ 360 Mg/ha) was obtained for biomass in a tropical forest using airborne SAR in X- and
P-band, and in [7] RMSE = 19% was obtained using SRTM in X-band.
The objective of this study was to develop and assess estimation methods based on models linking
X-band InSAR observations to forest biomass. For this, single polarized (VV), bistatic interferometric
TanDEM-X data acquired between June 2011 and August 2012 over Remningstorp, a hemi-boreal test
site situated in southern Sweden, were used. Three InSAR models were employed and evaluated:
Interferometric Water Cloud Model (IWCM) [11–14], Random Volume over Ground model
(RVoG) [15–17] and a simple model based on the penetration depth (PD) of X-band microwaves. As
reference, biomass estimates derived from LiDAR scanning data acquired during the BioSAR 2010
campaign [18,19], performed within the BIOMASS phase-A study [20] were used. By means of 201
forest stands equally divided into a training and a validation dataset, properties of the model parameters
were determined and biomass retrieval accuracy for the different models was quantified.
2. Test Site and Datasets
Remningstorp (5830′N, 1340′E) is an estate with 1,200 ha productive forest area in the hemi-boreal
zone, which is the transition between the boreal and the temperate zone [21]. Forest species consist
primarily of Norway spruce (Picea abies (L.) Karst.), Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.), and birch
(Betula spp.). The test site is fairly flat with elevations ranging from 120 m to 145 m above sea level.
2.1. Field Observations
Field data used for this study were collected in 2010 [19] and consisted of 212 field plots with 10 m
radius allocated over the estate. The survey assessed the stem volume, tree height, diameter at breast
height (i.e., 1.3 m above ground level), stem density, tree species composition based on proportion of
total stem volume, and above-ground dry biomass, including stem, bark, branches and needles, but
excluding stump and roots. Biomass was expressed in Mg of dry mass per hectare. The field survey
and the biomass estimation for the field plots was carried out according to the Heureka forestry
decision support system [22] with functions described in [23]. In addition, seven 80 m × 80 m field
plots were inventoried in situ through single tree measurements (including all trees with diameter at
breast height, DBH > 0.05 m). The measurements made on tree level included GPS position, DBH,
species and height. Biomass and stem volume (including the stem above stump, and bark, and
expressed in m3/ha) were estimated using functions developed in [24] and [25], respectively.
The biomass for the 212 field plots was then related to LiDAR metrics by least-squares regression
in line with similar studies, e.g., [26]. The LiDAR data were collected with a density of 69 returns/m2
on average. The LiDAR metrics selected to establish the relationship with biomass were chosen based
on studies of correlations and residual plots and included for example height percentiles of LiDAR
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returns, vegetation densities from proportions of LiDAR returns, and tree species stratification
information. The final model was tested for overfitting, and the coefficient of determination, R2,
between the biomass estimated for the 212 field plots and the biomass derived from the corresponding
LiDAR metrics, was estimated to 0.81. Spatially explicit estimates of biomass were then derived from
the function linking the LiDAR metrics to biomass. The LiDAR-based biomass was obtained for the
entire forest estate and represented the reference biomass dataset for this study. The accuracy of the
LiDAR-based estimates of biomass was determined by comparing it to the biomass for the seven
80 m × 80 m field plots which gave a RMSE of 12.7% [19].
The Remningstorp estate was divided into 665 delineated polygons, of which 562 consisted of
forest stands, i.e., areas of homogeneous tree cover, species composition and canopy structure. The
remaining 103 polygons consisted of open fields, pastures, private lots, water, etc. The 562 forest
stands, of which 201 stands were at least 1 ha large, were characterized by full LiDAR coverage and
did not experience major forest cover changes between the LiDAR and the TDM acquisitions. The
digital map with the forest stand boundaries was eroded with a 10-m buffer zone around the boundary
of each stand to reduce border effects on the evaluation of the TDM data. The biomass of the 201
stands was between 6 and 267 Mg/ha with a mean of 105 Mg/ha. Figure 1 illustrates the distribution of
stand sizes and biomass for the 201 forest stands. More than 90% of the forest stands were smaller than
5 ha (Figure 1a). The biomass presented an almost uniform distribution up to 150 Mg/ha; several
stands were characterized by biomass above 200 Mg/ha (Figure 1b).
Figure 1. Distribution of forest stand size (a) and biomass (b) for the 201 forest stands  1 ha
at the test site in Remningstorp.

(a)

(b)

Some of the LiDAR metrics and the LiDAR-based biomass for the 201 forest stands were used to
support the interpretation of the TDM interferometric signatures and to support the modeling phase
relating the interferometric data to biomass (see Section 3). In Figure 2a, stand-level averages of the
95th percentile of LiDAR return values above a height threshold of 1.0 m or 10% of the maximum
height (H95) have been plotted against the LiDAR-based biomass to assess the validity of the
allometric function to be then used in the modeling phase, see Equation (3). Vegetation ratio derived
from the LiDAR data [19], i.e., the ratio of LiDAR return values above a height threshold of 5.0 m and
the total number of returns, provide information on canopy closure and can be considered as proxy for
a similar parameter used in modeling, namely the area-fill factor (see Section 3). To understand the
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relationship between canopy closure and biomass, Figure 2b shows the relationship between vegetation
ratio and the LiDAR-based biomass for the 201 forest stands. Figure 2a,b shows strong correlations
between the illustrated forest variables, indicating the suitability of empirical relationships to be
implemented during the modeling phase of the interferometric signatures to express these solely as a
function of forest biomass.
Figure 2. (a) Stand-wise values of LiDAR heights (H95) versus LiDAR-based biomass
and an allometric equation relating basal-area-weighted mean height to biomass, see
Equation (3); (b) LiDAR vegetation ratio versus LiDAR-based biomass, and (c) biomass
versus stem volume for the seven 80 m × 80 m plots with single tree measurements.

(a)

(b)

(c)

The in situ information on biomass and stem volume from the seven 80 m × 80 m forest inventory
plots was used to derive a linear equation linking the biomass, B, and the stem volume, V. In Equation (1),
BEF represents a biomass expansion factor (expanding to include branches and needles as well as stem
and bark) which was estimated to be 0.512 Mg/m3 with R2 = 0.97, cf. Figure 2c,
·

(1)

Although the BEF was estimated using a small dataset of samples and the relationship between biomass
and stem volume is in theory dependent on tree species, age and local conditions, cf. [27] and [28], it was
assumed that a single and approximate value was sufficient for the purpose of this investigation.
Furthermore, an allometric relationship between basal-area-weighted mean height, h, and stem
volume, V, was considered
(2)
h(V) = (2.44 V)0.46
Equation (2) was derived using measurements from test sites in Sweden and Finland and verified by
means of 4,188 randomly chosen National Forest Inventory field plots located in different regions of
Sweden [11,13]. Combining Equations (1) and (2), an allometric relationship between biomass and
height was obtained:
(3)
B(h) = 0.21 h2.17
illustrated in Figure 2a. Although stem volume and biomass also depend on other forest variables, for
example tree species and tree number density, it was shown in [29] using a plant structure model that
biomass can generally be modeled from height using the same functional form as Equation (3), where
the exponent is determined by a scaling parameter related to species and thinning practices.
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The allometric relationship, Equation (3), is not entirely optimal for the Remningstorp data, cf.
Figure 2a, but was still used due to its general nature. The aim of the allometric relationship is to
decrease the number of forest variables in the models relating these to TDM observables and have
them expressed purely as functions of biomass.
2.2. TanDEM-X SAR Dataset
A large number of TanDEM-X InSAR acquisitions were available for the Remningstorp test site
(Table 1). In Table 1, the stand-level mean values of the Height of Ambiguity (HOA) and the along-track
baseline (ATB) are shown. HOA is the height interval corresponding to a phase difference of 2; it is a
measure for the sensitivity of the InSAR phase to elevation and is inversely proportional to the
perpendicular component of the across-track baseline. ATB is the distance between the satellites along
track. Since each pixel in the monostatic active and the bistatic passive image is focused in azimuth at
its Zero Doppler Time [30] the two images can be looked as monostatic and ATB provides a measure
for temporal decorrelation [31].
Table 1. TanDEM-X InSAR acquisitions and weather conditions at the time of image
acquisition (HOA = Height of Ambiguity, ATB = Along-Track Baseline). The sign of
HOA depends on the satellite positions, but has no relevance for the results in this paper.
Date

HOA
(m)

ATB
(m)

Incidence
Angle

Temperature
(C)

Wind Speed
(m/s)

Precipitation
(mm)

2011-06-04
2011-11-23
2011-12-26
2012-01-17
2012-01-28
2012-02-01
2012-02-08
2012-02-12
2012-02-19
2012-02-23
2012-03-01
2012-03-12
2012-03-23
2012-05-28
2012-07-22
2012-08-02
2012-08-13
2012-08-24

49
−185
−178
−172
−182
80
−179
−79
−186
79
−186
−187
−183
349
339
315
358
301

110
4
64
−1
7
267
29
−244
−8
232
−11
−11
14
262
262
233
229
208

41
34
34
34
34
41
34
41
34
41
34
34
34
34
34
34
34
34

24
5
6
−2
−3
−4
−3
−3
1
3
5
4
−1
15
14
15
14
13

2
3
5
1
2
1
1
1
6
3
4
2
0
2
3
3
0
3

0
1.2
0
0
0
0.2
0
0.2
3.4
0
0
0
0
1.3
4.1
0.6
0
0.2

TDM images were provided by German Aerospace Center (DLR) in a co-registered single-look
complex (SLC) format with common spectral filtering applied during pre-processing. Interferometric
processing of TanDEM-X data were done with a Matlab-based algorithm [32] developed specially for
interferometric processing of TanDEM-X data and based on [30]. The first step of interferometric
processing consists of interferogram flattening for curved Earth and surface elevation. For this, InSAR
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phase was simulated using an airborne LiDAR DTM with a spatial resolution of 2 m and mean height
error lower than 0.5 m. The DTM was acquired by the Swedish National Land Survey (Lantmäteriet)
within an ongoing nationwide LiDAR scanning campaign. The DTM was interpolated to range-azimuth
coordinates (radar geometry) using satellite state vectors and look geometry information provided in
the metadata of the images. For each stand, a complex average of all pixels within the stand was
computed, and the corresponding phase was converted to elevation (in the following referred to as
TDM height) by a multiplication with HOA/2π. Absolute height calibration was performed through the
subtraction of the mean TDM height for non-forested stands (at least 0.5 ha in size and scattered over
the entire estate) from the TDM heights. For a few stands, TDM heights were slightly below the mean
TDM height for non-forest areas. In such cases, the absolute TDM height was set equal to zero. This
applied also for one stand (2012-05-28) with an offset of −1.5 m, probably due to the large HOA,
which was 349 m.
Among the stands, one stand (ID = 189, 1.42 ha, 25.1 Mg/ha) presented TDM heights from −11.7 m
to 36.0 m. This stand also had a low coherence. High-resolution LiDAR data shows, that the stand is
highly irregular and consists of several disjoint parts of high trees alternating with low vegetation or open
ground. Such a stand is easily detected by comparing TDM observations in a multitemporal approach. In
the following the TDM height of this stand has been put to zero, i.e., the biomass will be assumed zero.
The temporal consistency of TDM heights was high (Figure 3, upper row), in particular between
acquisitions with similar HOA (R2 = 0.99 for 2012-02-01 and 2012-02-23, for example). When
acquisitions with different HOA were compared, R2 tended to decrease with increasing HOA for one
or both of the acquisitions. Almost the opposite applied for coherence but then with much lower R2.
The dynamic range of coherence was found to decrease with increasing HOA. A large HOA
corresponds to a short perpendicular baseline and thus to low volume decorrelation.
Figure 3. Temporal consistency visualized by means of scatterplots of stand-wise TDM
height (TDM h, upper row) and TDM coherence (TDM , lower row). HOA = 80 m for
2012-02-01, HOA = −185 m for 2011-11-23, and HOA = 358 m for 2012-08-13.
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2.3. Meteorological Data
Table 1 lists temperature and wind speed measured within one hour of the satellite overpass at the
closest official meteorological station, Hällum, situated 23 km from Remningstorp. Precipitation in
Table 1 was recorded in Remningstorp for the date of acquisition. For the four image pairs with
|HOA| ≤ 80 m showing the strongest agreement between TDM heights, the history of temperature and
snow depth are further illustrated in Figure 4 in order to support the interpretation of the
measurements. The history of the maximal, mean, and minimal temperatures has been plotted. For
three of the acquisitions in Figure 4, temperature change for the six preceding days is shown. For the
fourth acquisition (2012-02-23), data from two preceding weeks are shown to illustrate the more
complex situation.
Figure 4. History of temperature for the Remningstorp test site prior to four TDM
acquisitions with |HOA|  80 m. The units on the x- and y-axis are days and temperature
(C), respectively. The snow layer in cm is dotted for the acquisition dates 2012-02-12 and
2012-02-23.

3. Interferometric Forest Models
The models, used for interpretation of TDM observations and to explain their relation to forest
height or biomass, were selected to be simple enough in order to make inversion possible. This means,
that the forest properties can only be described by a few parameters. The Interferometric Water Cloud
Model, the Random Volume over Ground model, as well as the simple model based on the penetration
depth presented below fulfilled these requirements.
3.1. Interferometric Water Cloud Model
The Interferometric Water Cloud Model, IWCM, is a model for the complex coherence of a forest.
The IWCM was introduced to explain the coherence of forest at C-band [11,12,14]. The model
assumes that the medium, characterized by a certain forest height, h, and stem volume, V, can be
described by a random vegetation layer like the Water Cloud Model [33], with uniform scatterer
density but generalized to include gaps. The proportion of the area with vegetation relative the total
area is denoted as the area-fill, . Recently, and in agreement with IWCM, it was shown using
observations of the spatial scattering spectrum of TanDEM-X data over tropical forests that forests
cannot be modeled as a layered medium, but by a model with gaps or random scattering “clouds” [34].
The attenuation factor in the vegetation layer is described by , representing the mean attenuation
for the idealized vegetation layer (either vegetation or no vegetation), and is a function of, for example,
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the dielectric constant of the scatterers. According to [35], the forest backscatter, for, can also be
described by an empirical, exponential stem volume dependence characterized by β, as demonstrated
by scatterometer measurements at X- and C-band. There are then two alternative expressions for
the backscatter:
1
In Equation (5),

1

1

represents the ground backscatter and

(4)

represents s the vegetation

layer backscatter.
The complex expression for the coherence of this random volume with gaps is then described by
each of the independent scattering parts weighted by system and temporal decorrelation, the product of
which will be represented by the coherence parameters gr and veg, for the ground and vegetation parts,
respectively. For the vegetated part there is also volume decorrelation, vol, related to the forest height.
The complex coherence (assuming the phase of the ground surface has been compensated for) is then
given by:
1
1
(5)

1

For the two expressions in Equations (4) and (5) to agree, a requirement on the area-fill factor  is
given by a relation between  and β according to:
1
1



(6)

with   1 when V  . According to Equation (6), β can be described by the area-fill , the
attenuation , and h(V), i.e., by the vegetation density and attenuation through the vegetation. h and V
will, whenever needed, be related through the allometric relationship in Equation (2), i.e., h(V)
represents the basal-area-weighted mean forest height. Equation (4) shows that β characterizes the
transition from dominant ground scattering to dominant vegetation scattering.
If the variation of scattering with height is only determined by the attenuation, the volume
decorrelation is determined by, [11]:
´

´

·
´

dz´

dz´

(7)

1

For the TanDEM-X bistatic mode K(Bn) = 2Bn/Rsin = 2/HOA, where Bn is the component of the
baseline perpendicular to the line of sight,  is the wavelength, R is the slant range distance, and  is
the incidence angle.
Often an extinction coefficient, eff, is used to define the attenuation through a homogeneous
vegetation layer without gaps. From Equation (5), eff is obtained by the definition



.

With h expressed by means of the allometric expression in Equation (2) and β expressed by Equation (6),
it is obtained:
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2

1



1

(8)

The expression for eff in Equation (8) illustrates how the extinction coefficient is dependent on stem
volume, forest height, area-fill, as well as temperature, humidity, etc., through the attenuation
coefficient . For dense vegetation layers, (V) = 1 and eff(V) tends to  cos /2.
Equation (4) can be rewritten as
(9)

1
where
1

(10)

is the ratio describing the relative amount of ground scattering compared to volume scattering
(ground-to-volume ratio).
The TDM coherence, , and the estimated height, zest are defined as
| |

(11)

where arg stands for argument of the complex-valued term within brackets.
The IWCM has been used for C-band data in order to derive stem volume from coherence, and it
was found to be suitable for the retrieval of stem volume at several test sites in Sweden and Finland.
For the one-day repeat-pass interval of the European Remote Sensing ERS-1/2 mission, the coherence
for stable winter conditions was found to be useful for stem volume estimation [13,14,36,37], while the
interferometric phase height was found unstable [38]. As will be illustrated below, it is instead
primarily the interferometric phase height which has the highest sensitivity to biomass for TanDEM-X.
3.2. Random Volume over Ground Model
The Random Volume over Ground, RVoG, was introduced for studies of polarimetric SAR
interferometry, PolInSAR, [17]. The model can be obtained by excluding gaps in the analysis of IWCM,
which means one less unknown parameter. This means that  1, βV = h, and
/2 is the
extinction coefficient. The ground-to-volume ratio m then changes to
1

(11)

and the expression in Equation (9) for the complex coherence is used for cases when the temporal
decorrelation can be neglected. RVoG has shown to be useful in PolInSAR height estimation without
the need of training stands as long as the extinction coefficient can be assumed polarization-independent
and a polarization combination with no ground contribution can be found [5,16]. RVoG was also used
for the single polarized case, e.g., [5,6]. When m can be assumed negligible and a lidar DTM is
available, the tree height and the extinction coefficient can be estimated without training stands.
Biomass can then be estimated by means of an allometric relationship [39,40]. With training stands,
the RVoG model parameters and model properties can be studied in detail.
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3.3. Penetration Depth Model
If a medium is dense and attenuation is such that ground scattering is negligible, i.e., exp[-h] << 1,
then m ≈ 0 and only volume decorrelation remains, if veg = 1, see Equations (7), (9), and (12):
(12)

1

If K(Bn)/ << 1 then the estimated interferometric phase height is approximated as h − 1/ , while
if K(Bn)/ ≈ 1 a correction has to be introduced depending on  and HOA, and h − 1/eff represents the
interferometric phase height. Setting h(V) – 1/eff equal to the TDM height gives a simple model for
the TDM height,
. This model is denoted as PD. Neglecting that the approximations made are not
valid for small biomass, the biomass could be estimated from
0.21

.

(13)

3.4. Estimation of Model Parameters
The IWCM contains six unknown parameters (gr°, veg°, gr, veg, , and β) that need to be
determined (Table 2). The traditional estimation approach consists of a least-squares regression to
reference data of the forest variable in the model and corresponding observations of backscatter and
complex coherence. This is referred to as “training” the model. The models in Equations (4) and (5)
assumed to be formulated as dependent on stem volume, V, have been transformed in this study to a
dependence on biomass by means of Equation (1). The allometric expression in Equation (2), h(V), and
the BEF are assumed to be known a priori. In addition, there is a need for knowledge of the ground
phase or, in an equivalent manner, of the TDM height for non-forest areas nearby the test site. All
model parameters are estimated by fitting the IWCM to the sets of backscatter, coherence and InSAR
height observations from the TanDEM-X dataset and the corresponding LiDAR-based values of
biomass forming a training dataset. In addition, the estimates of vegetation ratio, which mimic the
area-fill factor are used. It should be noted that the area-fill does not correspond exactly to the LiDAR
measured vegetation ratio. 1- represents the fraction of gaps in the vegetation, and the gaps have to be
larger for microwaves with longer wavelengths than for the LiDAR to propagate freely. The dielectric
properties of the surrounding vegetation will also affect the wave propagation and transmission.
Consequently, the area-fill can be expected to be higher than the LiDAR-based vegetation ratio and
also vary with environmental conditions.
Table 2. Input and output of the model training phase for the three models.
Model
IWCM
RVoG
PD

Input
Parameters of satellite look geometry, DTM, h(B), BEF, biomass ,
°TDM, TDM and hTDM of training stands
Parameters of satellite look geometry, DTM, h(B), BEF, biomass ,
°TDM, TDM and hTDM of training stands
DTM, h(B), biomass and hTDM of training stands

Output
, gr, veg, , β,

,
,

, gr, veg, ,

eff,
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In the RVoG model, vegetation gaps are excluded, which reduces the number of unknowns to five
since the β-parameter is eliminated (Table 2). The unknown model parameters were estimated in a
similar manner as in the case of the IWCM.
In the PD model, only the eff-parameter is unknown. It is noted that this model is a simple function
of the TDM height. For estimating biomass, the dependence on the allometric relationship, which is
indirect for the other models, is very clear in this case. The estimate of eff is obtained by fitting the
model to measurements of InSAR height for the training stands (Table 2).
3.5. Model Training and Inversion Procedure
The 201 forest stands with a size of at least 1 ha were divided in two datasets, one for training and
one for validation. Then the datasets were interchanged and training and validation was repeated.
As a first-order approximation
and
in Equation (5) were estimated from the TDM
backscatter measurements of the 20 stands with the smallest and largest biomass. Because of the large
scatter of the measured backscatter with respect to biomass, it was assumed that a constant β = 0.007
would return a realistic approximation of the two backscatter model parameters [41]. To correct for
errors in the regression,
was manually adapted such that the model curve of Equation (4) would
have been within the range of observations. The estimates of the coherence model parameters in
Equation (5) were then obtained. gr was determined as the mean of the TDM coherence for the ten
stands with highest coherence and with biomass close to zero, while veg was assumed equal to gr.
In the case of IWCM, the values of the two remaining unknown parameters  and β were estimated
by means of least-squares fitting of the model to the observations in the training dataset using the
Levenberg-Marquardt method together with the constraint that the area-fill (expressed by the LiDAR
vegetation ratio) is <1. Since the TDM height was the most accurate SAR observation (Figure 3), the
two unknown model parameters were estimated by minimizing the quadratic difference between the
InSAR height predicted by the model (zest) and the corresponding observed TDM heights (HTDM,i):
, ,

,

(15)

In Equation (15), Bi represents the LiDAR-based value of biomass of training stand i. A minimization
similar to Equation (15) was also done for the coherence to determine a correction to veg. The effect of
the fine tuning of this parameters did not have any significant effect on the estimate of zest and
therefore on the estimation of the remaining model parameters. Once the model parameters  and 
were estimated, the model could be inverted to obtain estimates of biomass Bj for each forest stand j in
the validation dataset by estimating the roots of the expression
, ,
0.
,
In the case of the RVoG model, m can sometimes be assumed negligible, but here m was included
in the analysis since the contribution from ground is important for forest heights up to ≈15 m
(depending on the attenuation observed in summer and in winter). The parameter  was determined by
fitting the model to TDM height by least-squares fitting. Biomass was then estimated in the same way
as for the IWCM.
The simplest model, PD, is a model for the TDM height expressed by the allometric expression for
the forest height and an attenuation coefficient for the penetration, h(B) −
. From the training
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stands an estimate for eff, was obtained. The biomass for the validation stands was then estimated
from Equation (14).
4. Modeling and Biomass Retrieval Results
Results concerning the estimation of the model parameters are presented first (Section 4.1). Then,
retrieval results are presented in the form of RMSE values of biomass estimation (Section 4.2). RMSE
can be considered a measure of the usefulness of the different models as well as a measure of the
biomass estimation accuracy.
Figure 5. Scatter plots and model results for three TDM acquisitions, in order from top to
bottom 2012-02-01 (HOA = 80 m), 2011-11-23 (HOA = −185 m), and 2012-08-13
(HOA = 358 m). IWCM results for backscatter, coherence, TDM height and vegetation
ratio (area-fill): solid line, RVoG results for coherence and TDM height: dashed line, and
PD results for TDM height: dash-dotted line.

4.1. Model Properties and Parameters Estimates
Figure 5 illustrates model-based backscatter, coherence, height and area-fill (vegetation ratio) as a
function of biomass with respect to observations from the TanDEM-X dataset and corresponding
LiDAR-based biomass. Three examples are shown representing a winter (2012-02-01), a fall
(2011-11-23), and a summer (2012-08-13) acquisition as well as different HOA: 80 m, −185 m and
358 m, respectively. Backscatter and coherence presented weak sensitivity with respect to biomass.
The backscatter was characterized by a dynamic range of 2–3 dB, with a clear decreasing trend for
increasing biomass which can be connected with relatively rough and wet conditions of the soil.
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Coherence was mostly above 0.7 and showed a decreasing dynamic range for increasing HOA (The
two extreme coherence values in the bottom line are associated with stands crossed by a high voltage
power line). Compared to backscatter and coherence, the InSAR heights showed the strongest
sensitivity to biomass. The association strength between TDM heights and biomass however decreased
for increasing HOA. The association between vegetation ratio and biomass was also strong. Saturation
of the vegetation ratio slightly above 100 Mg/ha could be observed. The three models could reproduce
the trend in the observations regardless of the observable and the acquisition date (Figure 5). Some
discrepancies occurred in the range of the highest biomass values.
Estimates of the model parameters for each TDM acquisition are presented in Table 3 and
illustrated in Figures 6, 7 and 8. Figure 6 illustrates the IWCM estimates of the two backscatter and the
two coherence parameters for each acquisition. The ratio
/
indicates stronger sensitivity of the
backscatter to biomass for shallow incidence angles (filled circles in Figure 6a). The backscatter ratio
and β determine the biomass for which the backscatter from ground and vegetation are similar, and
from this criterion as well as exp[-h(V)] ≈ 0.15 it is found that the ground has an influence up to a
biomass of 50–100 Mg/ha and forest heights of 12–17 m. The four cases with shallow incidence angle
of 41 were also those with |HOA|  80 m. For these cases, the coherence was relatively noisy, in
particular on 2011-06-04, whereas the coherence parameters veg and gr were almost equal, as
expected for cases without temporal decorrelation (crosses and filled circles in Figure 6b). Images with
|HOA|  172 m presented instead a slight difference with veg < gr. This difference could not be
explained as an effect of ATB length or specific environmental conditions though.
Table 3. TDM acquisition date, model parameters , β, and modeled TDM height in m at
150 Mg/ha (H150) for IWCM, and  for RVoG and PD.
#

Date

 IWCM

β IWCM

H150 IWCM

 RVoG

eff PD

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

2011-06-04
2011-11-23
2011-12-26
2012-01-17
2012-01-28
2012-02-01
2012-02-08
2012-02-12
2012-02-19
2012-02-23

0.20
0.12
0.11
0.15
0.10
0.15
0.12
0.17
0.14
0.16

0.0093
0.0056
0.0053
0.0070
0.0049
0.0070
0.0056
0.0080
0.0068
0.0078

15.0
9.4
8.9
11.2
8.5
12.0
9.2
13.1
10.9
12.8

0.14
0.09
0.08
0.11
0.07
0.11
0.09
0.12
0.10
0.12

0.17
0.10
0.10
0.12
0.09
0.12
0.10
0.14
0.11
0.13

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

2012-03-01
2012-03-12
2012-03-23
2012-05-28
2012-07-22
2012-08-02
2012-08-13
2012-08-24

0.14
0.12
0.13
0.16
0.14
0.14
0.14
0.14

0.0066
0.0058
0.0061
0.0076
0.0068
0.0068
0.0066
0.0065

10.4
9.6
9.8
11.8
10.8
10.9
10.3
10.6

0.10
0.09
0.09
0.12
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10

0.11
0.10
0.10
0.12
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.11
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Figure 6. (a) Estimates of

/

(cf. Equation (5)) ( and  for incidence angles of 34°

and 41°, respectively) and (b) estimates of gr () and veg (cf. Equation (4)) (o and  for
|HOA|  80 m or above, respectively) versus TDM acquisition date (date order).

(a)

(b)

Figure 7 illustrates the range of modeled TDM heights with respect to biomass being delimited by
the curves corresponding to the maximum (2011-06-04) and minimum (2012-01-28) model estimated
TDM heights. For biomass of 150 Mg/ha Table 3 lists the corresponding modeled TDM height, which
varied between 8.5 m and 15.0 m. Such variability must be compensated for by a model-based
approach to retrieve biomass in order to correctly interpret the dependence of TDM height on biomass.
Figure 7. Range of model-based estimates of TDM heights versus biomass. The range is
delimited by the curves (solid for IWCM, dashed for PD model) corresponding to the
maximum and minimum of model estimated TDM heights versus biomass.

Figure 8 illustrates the estimates of the  parameter in the case of the IWCM with respect to
temperature and the corresponding range of the extinction coefficient eff delimited by the two curves
for the smallest and largest estimates of eff using Equation (8). The attenuation in the vegetated
fraction () did not present clear dependence on temperature (Figure 8), nor we could identify any
dependence on HOA. This result is in contrast with the assumption that α should be lower in case of
sub-zero temperatures. However, since the few acquisitions characterized by frozen environmental
conditions took place when temperature was close to 0 °C, it is not possible to conclude that such an
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assumption is incorrect. The increase of the extinction coefficient with biomass shown in Figure 8b
also means an increase with area-fill (i.e., LiDAR vegetation ratio). The range 0.1–0.3 dB/m confirm
previous estimates derived in [5,6].
Figure 8. (a) Estimates of  in the case of the IWCM with respect to temperature in °C
(  for |HOA|  80 m, o for |HOA| ≈ 180 m, and + for |HOA| ≈ 330 m) and
(b) corresponding range of the extinction coefficient with respect to biomass as delimited
by the curves corresponding to the maximum and minimum  (acquisition dates 2011-06-04
and 2012-01-28, respectively).

(a)

(b)

4.2. Biomass Estimation
The biomass of each stand in the validation dataset was estimated based on the trained models and
compared with the LiDAR-based estimates of biomass. The biomass retrieval accuracy expressed in
the form of the RMSE between the TDM biomass and the reference biomass is given in Table 4 for the
different models. The estimates obtained with the IWCM presented slightly better accuracy compared
to the retrieval based on the other models. Nonetheless, the difference between the models is relatively
small, in particular between IWCM and PD.
Table 4 indicates that winter-time data with long-lasting frozen conditions (February–March 2012,
see also Figure 4) was more suitable for retrieval compared to other acquisitions. In Figure 9 the
RMSEs are plotted with respect to date and to |HOA|. Figure 9b shows a clear difference depending on
whether |HOA| was  80 m or above; in the former cases the retrieval RMSE was much lower. Since
the TDM height is determined by the InSAR phase, and 2π corresponds to a TDM height = HOA, a
certain phase error will have increased effect on TDM height for increasing HOA.
The RMSE reported in Table 4 was obtained for the 201 forest stands larger than 1 ha. Taking into
account smaller forest stands as well, resulted in larger retrieval errors as shown for the case of the
IWCM-based retrieval in Table 5 for the two cases with lowest and highest RMSE, i.e., for the TDM
acquisitions on 2012-02-01 (HOA = 80 m) and 2012-08-13 (HOA = 358 m) respectively. The number
of forest stands in the validation dataset increased to 315 when using a threshold on stand size of
0.5 ha (mean biomass of 110 Mg/ha). It further increased to 403 when the threshold was 0.25 ha (mean
biomass of 112 Mg/ha).
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Table 4. Single-image relative RMSE for the biomass estimated using the models IWCM,
RVoG, and PD.
#

Date

RMSE %
IWCM

RMSE %
RVoG

RMSE %
PD

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

2011-06-04
2011-11-23
2011-12-26
2012-01-17
2012-01-28
2012-02-01
2012-02-08
2012-02-12
2012-02-19
2012-02-23
2012-03-01
2012-03-12
2012-03-23
2012-05-28
2012-07-22
2012-08-02
2012-08-13
2012-08-24
Mean RMSE

16.8
24.3
25.4
21.1
20.8
16.7
21.3
17.5
21.7
17.5
22.5
25.9
23.3
29.5
28.4
22.5
33.0
27.2
23.1

19.9
28.2
28.9
22.8
25.4
16.7
24.5
21.1
23.5
20.5
26.8
29.3
24.8
27.2
28.3
27.4
39.7
28.3
25.7

19.5
25.4
26.2
20.7
22.0
17.9
21.4
19.1
21.7
18.7
23.5
25.8
23.0
27.2
27.4
23.1
33.1
26.4
23.4

Figure 9. (a) Illustrating relative RMSE variation with TDM acquisition date (date order)
 for IWCM, + for RVoG, o for PD. (b) Illustrating relative RMSE IWCM versus HOA.

(a)

(b)

Table 5. Relative RMSE in the case of the IWCM as a function of minimum forest stand
size. The two acquisitions with the smallest and largest RMSE are shown for simplicity.
Date

RMSE %
Stands  1 ha

RMSE %
Stands  0.5 ha

RMSE %
Stands  0.25 ha

2012-02-01
2012-08-13

16.7
33.0

20.2
35.2

22.6
38.3
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It was previously observed (Figure 7) that the TDM height varied considerably between different
acquisitions; however, for each acquisition the biomass of each stand, i, was rather constant thanks to
the compensation embedded in the models. An important aspect of satellite observations is the
possibility to further exploit repeated observations to reduce the uncertainties in the single-image
estimates of the biomass [13,14,41]. A multitemporal combination of the different biomass estimates,
l, is here proposed in which the weighting factor are based on the HOA since it has been shown above
how the noise in the TDM height is increasing with HOA, cf. Figures 3, 5, and 9. The multitemporal
estimate of the biomass of each stand, Bmti, is defined as
∑

,

(14)

The multitemporal biomass determined by IWCM resulted in a RMSE of 16.5% or 17.3 Mg/ha and
R = 0.93, for stands > 1 ha (Figure 10).
2

Figure 10. Scatterplot of biomass derived from a multi-temporal combination of 18 TanDEMX InSAR pairs with respect to LiDAR-based biomass for 201 stands larger than 1 ha.

5. Discussion
The study on above-ground dry biomass retrieval with TanDEM-X interferometry follows a number
of investigations on remote sensing data and retrieval techniques at the Remningstorp test site. Several
of these studies have dealt with the use of multitemporal spaceborne and airborne SAR data.
Interferometric SAR datasets acquired at C-band with one-day temporal separation were evaluated to
retrieve forest stem volume in [13] achieving RMSE of 27%. In [27] L- and P-band SAR backscatter
was used for biomass estimation with RMSE between 31% and 46% for L-band and 18% and 27% for
P-band. In [42] a biomass model for P-band with training data from Krycklan, a test site in northern
Sweden, was used, and validation data from Remningstorp resulted in RMSE 22–33%. For
CARABAS VHF-band SAR single image estimates from different flight directions resulted in RMSE
11–25% [43]. However, it should be noted that RMSE is not the only way to compare different
methods. In a first report on the use of TanDEM-X data from Remningstorp with the goal of biomass
estimation [40], two monostatic acquisitions were studied with a delay of 3 s, which complicates the
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analysis due to temporal decorrelation. For a 95% confidence interval four biomass classes up to
250 Mg/ha could be distinguished.
The RMSE obtained in the present study (16%) demonstrates the significant contribution of
multitemporal TanDEM-X interferometric data to the quantification of forest aboveground biomass.
Similar accuracy has earlier been found by means of other X-band satellite InSAR measurements;
namely with SRTM [7], and TanDEM-X [44]. Since a dependence on tree species is expected [7,45],
a knowledge about the species based on other data could improve RMSE. A shorter time difference
between LiDAR measurements (August 2010) and TDM measurements (June 2011–August 2012) also
could improve the RMSE, but the time difference is relatively short and the growth (approximately
5 Mg/ha/year) has not been compensated for. A local value of BEF i.e., 0.512 was used, due to lack of
a more general value. In the literature somewhat higher values can be seen, see e.g., [46], and when
testing BEF = 0.58 (determined from proportions of tree species of the seven 80 m × 80 m stands and
BEF-factors for pine, spruce and deciduous according to [27]) the RMSE values were slightly changed
(varying from 16.4% to 31.1%) but the mean value of RMSE for IWCM was unchanged at 23.1%.
Since BEF is used for training as well as validation stands, the effect of BEF is small.
There is a close relationship between biomass and TDM height, which is determined by the forest
height and the penetration depth. The latter is related to the vegetation density. The low extinction
values, i.e., <0.3 dB/m, which can be assumed to be related to gaps in the vegetation down to different
levels, make the X-band microwaves to propagate up to 6–10 m into the vegetation according to the
Penetration Depth model in the studied cases.
In the present study data the tendency to “saturate” at biomass > 200 Mg/ha in Figure 10 is
probably not caused by the saturation effect observed in backscatter studies, since the measurement is
based on the volume decorrelation and penetration depth of the upper vegetation layer, but may instead
be caused by changes in the forest density, i.e., number and dimension of gaps (Figure 2). This should
be further investigated. The deviation from the reference line below 50 Mg/ha, could be related to the
sensitivity of TDM data to specific conditions of the ground. In particular, the measured backscatter
showed some deviations from the model in this region (Figure 5). However, it should also be noted
that the reference biomass was obtained from LiDAR measurements which in turn were characterized
by their own set of uncertainties and errors. The forest height varied more than 10 m in height in the
biomass range < 50 Mg/ha (Figure 2) indicating certain complexity of the TDM and LiDAR metrics in
this interval of biomass.
The number of training stands used in this study was half of the total number of stands, which in
practical terms might be difficult to achieve when the aim is to map larger areas. With fewer training
stands, it is assumed that the representativeness of the model parameters decreases in a manner related
to forest homogeneity and measurement noise. To verify the impact of the number of stands used for
model training on the retrieval, an extreme case was considered of a training dataset formed by only
five stands chosen with approximate intervals of 50 Mg/ha. The RMSE for the best performing
acquisition (2012-02-01) increased from 16.7% to 18.1% for stands larger than 1 ha, illustrating the
possibility to limit the training dataset to a small number of training stands.
So far the accuracy of biomass estimation has been analyzed using models with parameters trained
by stands having known properties. It would be very valuable if training stands could be avoided. The
PD model is appealing since it contains only one unknown and the retrieval RMSE was close to the
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result obtained with the IWCM (Table 4), in spite of the model approximation developed with
emphasis on mature stands. Figure 11a shows that the estimate of the eff parameter in the PD model
obtained with training stands was relatively constant with one exception (see also Table 3). If eff can
be estimated from known conditions it may be possible to give a first-order estimate of forest height
and biomass depending on how sensitive the estimates are for the correct eff. A preliminary sensitivity
analysis of the retrieval RMSE of biomass with respect to eff is illustrated in Figure 11b and should be
further investigated, when a wider range of environmental conditions have been studied.
Figure 11. (a) Estimates of eff (PD model) versus acquisition date in date order and
(b) sensitivity of the relative RMSE using PD to eff for the two acquisitions with highest
(dashed line, 2011-06-04) and lowest (solid line, 2012-01-28) eff-values.

(a)

(b)

An analysis of two TanDEM-X acquisitions from a spruce dominated area in southeast Norway
used a linear function [44] between biomass and TDM height without intercept,
. The
relative RMSE at the stand level was 19% using a biomass increase of 14 Mg/ha per m increase of
TDM height. Such a linear relation is in line with our results, cf. Figure 5. However, as shown by the
variation of H150 (TDM height at 150 Mg/ha) there is a variation between the different acquisitions.
Assuming a linear relation, B =  hTDM, results in  varying between 10.3 and 16.4, with a mean of
13.3 Mg/ha per m TDM height.
The result in [44], and the analysis of PD show the importance of extending the TanDEM-X
analysis to a wider range of environmental conditions and to investigate if a fixed value of a single
parameter model results in a sufficiently high accuracy over a wide range of conditions. If so, the use
of training stands can be avoided.
6. Conclusions
Eighteen interferometric TanDEM-X bistatic image pairs (VV-polarization) acquired between
June 2011 and August 2012 over the test site of Remningstorp, situated in southern Sweden, have been
studied in order to determine the potential of model-based above-ground dry biomass estimation.
LiDAR-based estimates of biomass and vegetation ratio, acquired in August 2010 [19], were used as
reference data. In order to interpret the TanDEM-X observations, the Interferometric Water Cloud
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Model (IWCM), was primarily used. The Random Volume over Ground model (RVoG), was also
studied, and a new model based on the penetration depth (PD) concept, was introduced. All the used
models are based on physical principles, but in a significantly simplified form. Therefore, it should be
stressed, that the parameters represent simplifications of complex phenomena. However, the physical
relevance makes it possible to relate the variation of the parameters to other measurements and to
environmental influence.
The relative RMSE of biomass associated with a retrieval based on the IWCM for forest stands ≥ 1 ha
varied between 17% and 33% (relative to the mean value of 105 Mg/ha), with the best estimates
obtained for small HOA. The relative RMSE for biomass retrieval based on the RVoG model varied
between 17% and 40%. The relative RMSE for biomass retrieval based on the simple PD model was
between 18% and 33%. Taking the mean of all 18 TDM estimates of stand biomass weighted inversely
proportional to HOA2 resulted in an RMSE of 16% in the IWCM case for forest stands larger than 1 ha.
The environmental influence (temperature, humidity, rain etc.) on the TDM height resulted in a
variation from 8.9 m to 15.2 m at a biomass of 150 Mg/ha, and this variation has to be taken care of by
the model analysis.
The presented analysis demonstrates that TanDEM-X InSAR data together with an accurate
high-resolution DTM, a fairly straightforward allometric expression, and forest stands for training model
parameters, have a potential to estimate above-ground dry biomass with high accuracy in the case of
forest conditions like those in Remningstorp. The results obtained by means of the bistatic TanDEM-X
(VV-pol) are among the best remote sensing estimates of biomass obtained so far from Remningstorp.
In a more general perspective, these results indicate the suitability of TanDEM-X data to retrieve
boreal forest biomass with accuracy and spatial resolution as required by forest inventories, cf. [2].
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